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Remove text from the scanned image file and edit content in Word. The scanned image file can also be converted into text online. Remove tables from scanned images, converting them into Excel. Convert scanned image to Word, Text, Excel online. Conversion is always free and anonymous. No email is required or any
other personal information. EasyPDF tools are very easy to use. You don't have to worry about the security of your files. They are automatically removed within hours of conversion. Get access to files stored on Google Drive or Dropbox directly from our tool. Wherever you are, you can access the files and convert them.
OCR or Optical Character Recognition is a complex method of software that allows a computer to extract text from images. In the early days of OCR the software was quite rough and unreliable. Now, with tons of computing power on tap, this is often the fastest way to convert text into an image into something you can
edit with a word processor. These ten apps offer a variety of takes on the OCR task, without a price tag and on multiple platforms. If you've been looking for a way to turn photos into words, you'll almost certainly find the best free ocr software you need below. FreeOCR (Windows 10) FreeOCR is a basic free OCR
software that offers all the basic functionality you want from this type of software. For a start, if you have a TWAIN scanner (which is basically all of them), you can directly scan and extract the text from the paper. Importing images works as you'd expect. This includes multi-page documents in TIFF and PDF format.
FreeOCR uses an open source engine originally developed by Hewlett Packard and eventually released by Google for everyone. It's known as Tesseract. Tesseract has some neat features, but one of the most interesting is its automatic layout detection system. This means you don't have to waste time on tediously
drawing rectangles around discrete blocks of text. SimpleOCR (Windows 10) SimpleOCR is a basic OCR package that can convert typed documents into text directly from the scanner. The name, SimpleOCR, is quite literally in this case. If you have documents that show some form of complexity, such as columns or that
don't have a very clear scan, SimpleOCR can't get the job done. Sure, simple software is happy to sell you a more complex solution for a few bucks, but if you just want to OCR some standard blocks of text, this one options that won't cost you a dime and so easy to use as the name suggests. As a bonus, it supports
handwriting recognition! Easy Screen OCR (Windows, Mac, iOS and Android) Easy Screen OCR is a small, best free OCR software that relies on a Google-based cloud-based recognition engine. As you would expect, this means that you have to have an active internet connection for the software to work with. If If no
problem, you'll find a pretty useful tool here. This OCR app is designed to extract text from screenshots, allowing you to copy text from websites or any other text that is on the screen. What's particularly cool about this is the support in more than 100 languages. If you want to translate (for example) Japanese text, you
can just take a screenshot and easy Screen OCR to do it for. If this is something you need to do often, it also helps that you have the ability to install custom hotkeys. While this is not a traditional OCR application, there are many workflows around these days that include extracting text from the images that you are
working on. Easy Screen OCR makes this task as easy as a few keystrokes. Unfortunately, the latest version of the software (1.4.2 and up) requires a subscription fee after 20 applications. However, older versions of the software are still free to use. Capture2Text (Windows 10) Capture2Text is an interesting little app
with a narrow but very useful feature. It is used to OCR text from what is currently on the screen. You push the hotkey, select the screen area you want OCR and then it sends the result directly to the clipboard, so you can stick it into the word processor. Capture2Text is a portable app, so you don't need to install it. Just
run it out and you can use it on any Windows system from version 7 and up. The software is also open source, so you can copy and change it as you like, as long as you comply with the terms of the GNU license. It's not fancy by any means, but if you want to quickly capture text from the images you're processing, it's a
big piece of software to do so. A9t9 (Windows 10) If you've never ventured into the Windows Store, you may be surprised to learn that there are actually a lot of free and open source apps out there. The A9t9 app is just such a gem and comes without any strings attached at all. There are no advertisements and this
promises a pretty reliable OCR performance. The A9t9 maintains a fairly long list of languages, although not as extensive as some of the other options on this list. If you're a Windows 8.1 (or up) user who needs an OCR right now and doesn't want to spend money, then just click one button on the Windows Store app and
seconds later a9t9 will handle your images into documents that you can edit. Adobe Scan (Android and iOS) Adobe has an absolute ton of mobile apps in the wild. Some are quite large, while many seem to be little more than experiments. Adobe Scan falls into the first category. Polish camera scanning and an OCR app
that will run on Either Android or iOS. There's no charge and you don't need to be subscribed to any Adobe services. Of course, the final document is a PDF, which you can only directly edit with the paid version of Acrobat, but copying the text to the word of your choice there is no hassle, if we are honest. One of the best
features of Adobe OCR software is its ability to recognize handwriting. Of course, high-quality handwriting will be better recognized. Don't expect it to decipher something you can't read yourself. So are your doctor's prescriptions. There are several other reasons to try Adobe Scan. The ability to automatically scan, OCR
and contact with a business card is very cool. In fact, if you spend a lot of time meeting people, it can save you a hell of a lot of time. The app also has, as you would expect from the creators of PhotoShop, a small set of touch tools. So you can clear the images before you try to extract the text from them. Office Lens
(Android and iOS) When the first phones with built-in digital cameras came to market, the quality was really awful. The resulting images weren't really useful for anything, and you certainly couldn't develop small details such as text. Today, sophisticated cameras, found even on budget models, offer high-resolution images
that are good enough to be used as a replacement for a document scanner. For example, the Google Drive app allows you to do some pretty good scans using only your phone's camera. Microsoft's Office Lens app not only allows you to scan documents, but also ocR on the fly. So you can take a picture of someone's
business card and immediately the text is ready to copy to the contact list. Office Lens is a standalone app, but its functionality is built into other MS Office applications, so if you're already using the ones you may not need to download this independent app. Again, the sometimes focused, lightweight application is exactly
what the doctor ordered. English OCR (iOS) English OCR is a free OCR app for iPhone and iPad, making it quite easy to quickly take a snap document and convert text on a photo into digital format. It's released under an Open Source license, but developers use advertising to help incur the cost of developing and
supporting the app. There is a paid version of the Pro, which has exactly the same functionality as the free edition. The only difference is that the Pro version removes all ads. So if you're ok with multiple ads, you don't need to put the money down at all. Reading between the lines of the Promise of a paperless world, until

now, has not materialized. This means that OCR technology will remain an important part of the bridge between the digital and analog worlds. Armed with the OCR apps above, you should never painstakingly reprint a document ever again, and, best of all, they won't cost you a cent. Supported languages: Russian,
Ukrainian, Arabic, Azerbaijani, - Cyrillic, Belarusian, Bengali, Tibetan, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Catalan; Valencia, Cebuano, Czech Republic, Czech Republic, - Simplified, Chinese - traditional, Cherokee, Welsh, Danish, German, Greek, Esperanto, Estonian, Basque, Persian, Finnish, French, German Fraktur, Irish, Gujarati,
Haitian; Haitian Creole, Hebrew, Croatian, Hungarian, Indonesian, Icelandic, Italian, Javanese, Japanese, Georgian, Georgian - old, Kazakh, Kyrgyz; Kyrgyz, Korean, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Dutch; Flemish, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian; Moldovan, Slovakia, Slovenian, Spanish; Castile, Spanish; Castilian
- Old, Serbian, Swedish, Syrian, Tajik, Thai, Turkish, Uzbek, Uzbek - Cyrillic, Vietnamese OCR.space Online OCR service converts scanning or (smartphone) images of text documents into edited files using optical character recognition (OCR). OCR software can also get text from the PDF. Our Online OCR service is free
to use and no registration required. Just download the image files. OCR software accepts images of JPG, PNG, GIF or PDF as input documents. THE OCR PDF supports multi-page documents and multi-stage text. The only limitation of free online OCR is that the image/PDF should not be larger than 5MB. If you need to
automate OCR and process a lot of documents, don't web-scratch this page. It's made for people, not computers. Instead, please use the free OCR API provided. Your data is safe: this Online OCR and OCR API does not store any data as stated in our strict privacy policy. Supported OCR languages: For the best OCR
results, choose the right OCR language for the document. Please don't submit handwritten documents to this converter. This OnlineOCR service, like any available OCR software, can only process printed documents. For the best results with images that contain only numbers (Number OCR), try Chinese or Korean as an
OCR. If you want to convert large PDF documents without page or size, you can subscribe to our PRO PDF plan. In addition to the PRO version of the API, this plan includes a custom form of OCR just like on this page, but without restrictions on page and size. In this way, you can use the power of our OCR PDF solution
even without using the OCR API directly, at no additional cost. If you have any questions, please contact us. Us. convert image to text ocr free c#. free online ocr - convert pdf to word or image to text. free ocr software convert image to text
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